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gcneralized complementarity pro ble in, related to GVIP(F, 0, R, C) and denoted by (;CIP(F, P. R, , () is to find a vector x G K and a vector y E F(x) such that 0(x, y) E K*, (0(X, Y), x) = 0 where K* { R4I : (y, x) > 0,V x G K} is the polar cone of K. When 0(.. y) = y and C R". G(P(F, 0, K, C) reduces to GCP(F, K) which was introduced by Saigal [15] .
In this report, our aim is to prove a basic theorem of complementarity for GVIP(F, 0, -. K, C).
This main result is given in Section 2. Our work in this section is closely related to tme work of Kojina [6] . In Section 3, we employ the main result to establish some existence results for the generalized complementarity problem. Finally, in Section 4 we investigate some sets of conditi(Ai" that will normally be satisfied by a nonsolvable GCP(F, K).
The Main Result
A subset K of R' is contractible if it can be continuously deformed into a point within the set itself. That is. K is contractible if there cxists a continuous mapping y : K x [0. 1] -K suL:1 that q is the identity mapping on A x {I} and g is a constant mapping on K x {0}. Let K ;tmdi C be subsets of R" and R' respectively. Let F be a point-to-set mapping from 1' into C'.
i,, 
Then there is a connected set T C B x [0,t] which intersects both B x {0} and B x {t) suth tht, x C F(x,t),V (x,t) 0 T.
Proof. This follows from [8, Theorem 2.2] and [7, Theorem 3] . 0 A point-to-set mapping D : 1+ I' is said to be isotonc if D(r) C D(s) whenever r < \Ve now can state our main result. (ii) for" each fixed (x,y,t) E K x C x R+, the set 7(u,.) 
. Then X is closed. To see this, let {XI,} be a convergenit sequence in X with limit x. Then there exist t,, > 0 such that x, E S(t,),V n. This
. Also if {t,} has a limit point r such that r < t, then the continuity of D will force x E D(r) which contradicts the choice of t. ( O(, y), r(Z,) )) >0.
and y E F(x), we conclude that x E S(t) C X. Therefore UtEI+ S(t) is closed. Let S be the maximal connected component of UtER+ S(t) containing the origin. Since UtER+ S(t) is closed, S is also closed. If x E S, then x E UtER+ 1'(t). Thus x C S(t) for some t C R+. Hence (iii) is satisfied.
To prove (iv), let t E 11+ be given.
Since D(t) is compact, so is F(D(t)). Let I1(t) be the convex hull of F(D(t)). It is easy to see that H is upper continuous on
by c;(, y, t) = (H1(x, y, t), F(x)). 
Let g be the projection mapping from D(t) x H(t) x [O,t] onto D(t) and E = g(T).
Since g is continuous and T is connected, E is also connected.
It remains to show the existence of a minimal closed connected set in K satisfyiag (iii) and (iv). Let P be the family of all closed connected sets in K satisfing (iii) and (iv). By what we have shown, F $ 0. We introduce set inclusion relation C as a partial ordering on F. Let A be a chaW (linearly ordered set) in r; that is, for any S, T e A, either S C T or T C S. We want to show that A has a lower bound so that we can apply Zorn's Lemma to ensure a minirital set in P. Let S = l{S : S E A). Clearly S satisfies (iii). For each t E t,+, consider the family 
, D(t), C) for some t e R+, (ii) for each t E R+, there is an x E S which solves GVIP(F, 0, D(t), C).
Furthermore, S can be chosen so that it is maximal or minimal. D Tlieorem 2.4.
Let K be a nonempty closed and convex subset of IV. Let F : K , R n be an upper continuous point to set map such that F(x) is contractible and uniformly compact near x for all x E K. Let D : R+ -R be a continuous and isotone point-to-set mapping such that
D(t) C K is nonempty, bounded, convex V t E R+, D(O) = {O} and U{D(t) : t C R+} is closed.
Then there is a closed connected set S in K such that (i) each x C S solves GVIP(F, D(t)) for some t E R+, (ii) for each t C R+, there is an x E S which solves GVIP(F, D(t)).

Furthermore, S can be chosen so that it is maximal or minimal. El
Let K be a convex set in R' and f :K -[-oo, +oo] be a convex function. A vector x-is said to be a subgradient (see, e.g. Rockafaller [14] ) of f at a point x if
The set of all subgradients of f at x is called the subdifferential of f at x and is denoted by Of (x).
is compact and convex for all t C R+. By Theorem 2.3, there is a closeu
where S(t) is the nonempty solution set for GVIP(F, 0, D(t), C). Thus for each t, there exist t E K and yj E F(xf) such that
Equivalently, for each t, xt solves the following ordinary convex program: 
For each x E K, since K is a convex cone, x + xt e K. So we have 
1]) Suppose that D is a continuous and isotone pointto-set mapping from R+ into the class of all nonempty compact convex subsets of R ' such that
D(O) = {0} and that U{D(t) : t E R-+ } is closed, and let f be a continuous function from RI into itself. Then there is a closed connected subset S of IV such that (i) for each x C S there is a t E R+ such that x is a stationary point of the pair (f, D(t)), (ii) for each t E R+ there is a stationary point x E S of the pair (f, D(t)).
Furthermore, S can be chosen so that it is maximal or minimal. 0 ( 9) fo; c c I t
for each t E R, wherc d is a positive vector and let f be a continuous function from IV 7 into itself. Then there is a closed connected subset S of R such that
r i.h o t C T+ such Ihat x is a stationar? point of the pair (f, D(t)), (it) for each t E R+, there is a stationary point X E S of the pair (f, D(t)).
Furthermore, S can be chosen so that it is maximal or minimal. 0
Let K be a closed convex pointed conc in 127 and K* be its polar cone.
is compact and convex for all t E R+. For if we let ao be the angle between d and x, then since d E int(l-).
thcre is an cyo such that 0 < ao < 7r/2 and ao < a., (ii) for each k > 0 thent is a stationary point .x C . of the pair (F, Di,.
We note that Corollary 2.7 is similar to an assertion dueo to Saigal 115. Theoreii ,.1.1j whi c 11i1\ not he true in general iv considering the example from leiiark (ii) following Tlieoreiil 2.2.
It is worth i noting that we doii't iieed to require K to he pointed, solid, or a cone in JTI,, 
Application of The Maini Results to The GCP
Ill this section, we shall apply Ohe basic theorems of complementarity estahl ]
ishie ii Sc l,, 2 to gener-lized complementarity problems. The first result is that if Soime Browder s-.t is 1,onjil.,I. then (;IPl' has a solution. J.', ,,vw,) , X -X,I,,,1 > 0,Vq it >_ m.
Let n" go to x
1.
\e have (0q., y), x -x) > 0. Therefore we conclude that (O., V),, -i) > 0,V .r E . 
Let K be a closed convex cone. If there exists a bounded i3roudti Set fur ( f, L', Such that U{D(t)t EC R+} -R , then there is a solution for CP(f). 0
If we exploit the proof of Theorem 3.1 more deeply, it is easy to see that under thc c,:-.i,.
U{D(t) :t C R+}
K the existence of a converging sequence {x.j such that x, c q,'N;, .....
-).,me Browder set S and a sequence {i ,} converging to oo guarantees the existence of a .)Iuti, the corresponding generalized variational inequality problem. By essentially the same arguilltt :Aiii Thieorem 3.1, we have the following theorem. If there exists a nonnegative sequence {t,,} con i( q111l ",,
_ and some Browder set S for (F, 0, 7, K, C, D), (F, O,K ,C, D) or (-, K. D) resptctire t,, ,, that the sequence {x,} with x,, E S n D(t, ),V n is convergent, then thn r-ciists a solutto f( (;VIP(F,O, r. 1. C), GV1P(F,O. K, C) or GVIP(F, K), respectively . C1
The following corollary is immediate. Corollary 3.5. Let K be a nonempty closed convex cone in R ' . Suppose that U{D(t) : t E I-.-
K. u-here D Is a continuous isotone point-to-set mappinq from R,4 into the family of i tP,. bounded and -onvex subsets of K. i there exists a nonnegative sequence {t, } con ?cc qinq to -.-,n,,I sortie 1rowder set .5 for (F,0, K,C,D) or (F,K,D) respectively such that the scqu t 1,, ;" x, .5 L D(t,j). V it is convergent, then there exists solution for G('t(F, 0. K, C) or CC(''( I-A tespectively .
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.4 arid [16, Corollary .1.2]. El
Let K he a closed convex cone ii R. We say that a suhset U C k \D Sctpavatcs ) from i-i.t' ,each uiil,oundleld commiected subset of K which intersects D also intersects 1".
Theorem 3.6. Let D be a continuous and isotone point-to-set imapping from R+ tt tho (li .. notcimpty bounded and convex subsets of a closed convex cone K such thatU{LD(t) :t C R+} A • ilIiIII8 atu D(O) = {0}. Let U be a bounded subset of K which separates D(r) from ,x for, some r E R+ and suppose that for each x C U, there is a w EnCf{ intj(D(t)) : x E D(t)} suh that
(M(x, y), U, -X) < O,V y C F().
Then GCI(F,0, K,C) has a solution in each Browder set of (t",0, K,C, D).
Proof. Let. S he any Browder set of (F, 0, K, C', D) . If S is hounded, then the rCsult follows frotum Theorem: 3.1. Suppose that S is unbounded. In this case there exists x C S n U. So ther, exist t E R+ and yj C F(.i) such that x E D(t) and
B3y hypothesis, there exists a tc C intjK(D(t)) such that
0x,., Iv -x) < 0,V y E F(.). Corollary
In particular (0(x, y), w-.x) < 0. Also since w E D(t), (0(.,.y), w-t} > 0. Thus (O(.1. U). te-x) =
Let D be a continuous and iso/one point-to-set inappilly from Ri+ tlt, the cl a, ('I nonerpty bounded and contrex subsets of a closed conrez conie K such that UJ{D(t) : I C R+ = R* and D(0) = {}. Let U be a boundd subset of K which separates D(r) from *x for som r I{ and suppose that for each x C U, there is a tc C l{intj (D(t)) : C E D(t)} such that
(,, -X) < 0,V y C I"(z).
Theni G('tN F, K) has a solutioni in each Brouder set of (", A", D). [l
From Corollary 3.7, we get the following corollary directly by letting A" : R". Let K and C be subsets of R and R' t respectively. Given a point-to-set mapping F froin K into C and a continuous mapping 9 from K x C into IV, let F be a point-to-set mapping defilwd by Fo(x) = {O(x,y) : Y E F(x)} on K. we have Theorem 3.9. Let K be a nonempty closed convex set containing 0 in R n . Let
contractible-valued point-to-set mapping which is upper 'oatinuou s and uniformly compact. If 1, is fi-copositive, then GVIP(F, 9, K, C) and heace GCP(F, 9, K, C) has a solntion.
Proof. Let D(t) = {x E K : jlixl < t}, V t E R.+ Let S be any Browder set of (F, 0, K, D) . SuppOS,, S is unbounded. Then there exists xn E S,V n such that IIxnlj -oo, as n --o. Thus for each n, there exist t_ > 0 , xn E D(t,) and yn F(xn) such that 
The Necessary Conditious for Nonsolvable GCP
In this section, we aim to investigate some sets of conditions that are normally satified by a nonsolvable generalized complementarity problem GCP(F, K) via the basic theorem of complementarity. The impetus behind this investigation is that the existence results for generaiized conpleinentarity problems are normally established by considering some special mappings, e.g. strongly monotone point-to-set mappings. In general, the mappings under consideration do not possess this nice property. These new conditions will be helpful in analyzing the existence of solutions to generalized complementarity problems.
Let K be a convex subset in R' and F : K -R a point-to-set mapping. We say that F' is con vex on K if the set G(F) n (K x R) is convex, or equivalently, for all x, .i E K and 0 < A < 1,
Theorem 4.1.
Let K C R"i be a closed convex cone and F : i -R ' ani upper coutillUo1 point-to-set mapping such that F(x) is contractible and utnfom inly compact near x for all x C_ A'.
Let z* E F(O) and suppose F is convex. If GCP(F,K) has no solution, then there exist x' C K, Y" E F(x), x° G 06(.:"IK), such that
and convex for all t C R+. By Theorem 2.4, there is a closed connected subset S in kC such that
SnS(t) A O,V t E R+, where S(t) is the nonempty solution set for GVIP(F, D(t)). Thus for each t, there exist xt E K and yt G F(xt) such that (yt,x -xt) > 0,V x G D(t).
Equivalently, for each 1, xt solves the following ordinary convex program:
By the gencralized Kulii-Tucker conditions, there exist ,t 0,
y,+ 2" t +x° = 0.
If At = 0 for some t, then since xi E 06(X, JK),
Hence Yt E K*. Alo since (yt, xt) = (-x°, xt) = 0, xt solves GCP(F, K) which is a contradiction.
Therefore we conclude that At > O,V t E I+. Consequently by (1), kjxill = tV t E R+. Let x t = xt/t,' = yt/t,V t and C = Ix : jIxjl = 1}. Then X t E C,V t. Since C is compact, {x 1 } has a convergent subsequence {x'} with limit x*. Clearly x* 0 0. Without loss of generality, we assumn,?
t, > 1,V n. Then since F is convex, we have
Therefore since F is upper continuous and uniformly compact, {yt" } has a convergent subseque,:,:, {yn } with limit yo such that y* = y' + z* E F(x*). From (2), we have (yv. + 2Av. x,., Xt.n = 0, V n.
, -(x*, y" -z*)/2 > 0 and again by (2),
Vn /n'X For any X E K, since tx E K,V t > 0 and x4 E a6(xtlK), we have (X°,~ IV, X -XVn ) < 0, V n.
By dividing both sides of the above inequality by vn and passing to a limit, we have
Thus x° E 06(x*IK) and (x, x * ) = 0. Hence the result follows. El
We note that the z* in Theorem 4.1 is arbitrarily chosen. Let K be a closed convex cone in IV and F : K -R a point-to-set mapping. We say that F is positively homogeneous on K, if G(F) fl (K x R f) is a cone, or equivalently
See Rockafaller [13] for more details on convex or positively homogeneous point-to-set mappings. We note that the convexity on Theorem 4.1 is used to ensure the existence of the limit y* only. It is easy to see that the positive homogeneity of F is also sufficient for the existence of y*. With this observation, the next theorem follows by essentially the same argument as in Theorem ,1.1. 
Proof. Let D :
and convex for all t E R1+. By Theorem 2.4, there is a closed connected subset S in K such that
where S(t) is the nonempty solution set for GVIP(t, D(t)). Thus for each
t, there exist ixt E R' and yt C F(xt) such that
Equivalently, for each t, x, solves the following ordinary convex program:
minimize (yt, x) subject to JIxll 2 < t', x > 0. 
(yt +2Atxt,xt) = 0.
If At = 0 for some t, then yt > 0 and (yt,xt) = 0.
Thus xt solves GCP(F, K) which is a contradiction. Therefore we conclude that At > 0, V t E R+. Consequently by (6) , j]xtil = t,V t E R-. Let x t = xt/t,y' = yt/t,V t and C = {x : jlxi! = 1}. Theni
X' E C,V t. Since C is compact, {x'} has a convegent subsequence {xtn) with limit x*. Clearly x" 0 0. Without loss of generality, we assume t,, > 1,V n. Then since F is convex, we have
Therefore since F is upper continuous and uniformly compact, {yt } has a convergent subsequence {yv-} with limit yo such that y* = yO + z* E F(x*). From (8), we have (yv + 2Av.xv.,Xvn) = 0,V n.
Thus A,, A = -(x*,y -z*)/2 > 0 and thus by (7),
It is clear from (8) 
u= + d>0, (x,u)=0, x 0,
(x*,u) = (,v) = 0. 03 (14) We note that if F is an affine mapping, that is F(x) = M + -q, where M is a n x n matrix and q is a vector in R, then Theorem 4.6 reduces to a main result due to Parida and Roy [11, Theorem 2] .
Let K be a convex cone in R". A point-to-set mapping F : K -R is said to be homogeneous convex on K if it is both convex and positively homogeneous on K, or equivalently if G(F)fl(K x R )
is a convex cone. we have the following existence result for homogeneous convex mappings. 
Since y* C F(x*), p C F(a) and F is homogeneous convex, (y* + A )/2 C F(x')/2 + F(A )/2 C F((x" + Ai)/2),V A > 0.
Note that A > 0 and (x, y) is bounded below for all x > 0, y E F(x). Hence (18) is impossible to hold for all A > 0. Therefore the result follows. C
Remark. The conclusion of Theorem 4.7 still holds if Rn is replaced by any other orthant of R".
+ 15
We call F : K , R ' an affine point-to-set mapping on a convex set K C W if F is both convex and concave on K, i.e. if, for all x, y E K and 0 < A < 1, AF(x) + (1 -A)F(y) = F(Ax + (1 -A)y) .
F is said to be homogeneous affine on a convex cone K if it is both affine and positively homogencous on K. The following corollary is immediate. We note that the above results may be obtained for more general complementarity prohlcns. say, e.g,, GCP(F, 0, K, C).
